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Our news service has been available since October 2005. Our Housing LIN and Telecare LIN 

membership database exceeds 40,000 people from around the world. 

From January 2016 we are now back with a monthly Telecare LIN roundup as well as 

maintaining weekly headlines together with daily news via Twitter (follow @clarkmike and 

#TLINnews).   

As in the past, we will be continuing to bring you an extensive curated coverage of digital health 

and technology enabled care references from the UK and around the world including telehealth, 

telecare, mobile health, telemedicine, ehealth, smart home technologies and Internet of Things. 

We will also be including more in the future on health informatics (including electronic health 

and care records), big data, artificial intelligence as well as health and care robotics.    

Weekly Headlines  

 
For change in social care to bring value, it must be messy - by Alex Fox - via guardian 
 
Eight digital health predictions for 2017 - via MobiHealthNews 
 
15 Trends Every Business Leader Should Watch in 2017 - via FortuneMagazine 
 
Mattel's Aristotle is like an Amazon Echo for kids - via USATODAY 
 
News Release: Welbeing acquisition of Flagship Home's telecare contact centre in Norfolk - via  
Wel_Being 
 
Telemedicine Market - Global Industry Analysis 2014 - 2020 - via research_market 
 
Digital Healthcare in 2017 - via TechCoHQ 
 
Why healthbots may eat search ads and mobile apps - via MMMnews 
 
Motiv crams a fitness band’s worth of functionality into a ring - via TechCrunch 
 
What does 2017 hold for public services? - via guardian 
 
Europe’s Telehealth Gridlock - via HealthITCentral 
 
From the U.S.: Consumers, Doctors Still Aren’t Agreeing on mHealth’s Goals - via mHealthIntel 
 
UnitedHealthcare Announces a Huge Expansion of its mHealth Program - via mHealthIntel 
 
Robots may be good at following instructions, but could they also be companions/caregivers? - 
via asianscientist 
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LG’s New Hub Robot - unveiled 4 Jan at #CES2017 - via pymnts 
 
Asthma patients 'missing out on basic care - via BBCNews 
 
A health care app that'll prescribe you other apps - Rx Universe - via Marketplace 
 
Sharp rise in number of patients turned away from A&E - via guardian 
 
2017: The Year Ahead in Healthcare Information Technology - via HealthITNews 
 
‘Geisinger CEO David Feinberg: 'I'd like to eliminate the waiting room & everything it represents 
- via BeckersHR 
 
7 digital health predictions for 2017 - via BostonChildrens 
 
FDA issues new security guidelines so that your pacemaker won’t get hacked - via TechCrunch 
 
Intermountain launches infectious diseases telehealth program - via HDMmagazine 
 
Pioneering use of 'Internet of Things’ in managing social housing with Ipswich pilot scheme - via  
ipswichstar24 
 
Consumer Use of Digital Health Tools ‘At Tipping Point - via hhnmag 
 
Dr Google will see you now - via theage 
 
‘2016: The year in wearable tech - via wareable 
 
Care for Social Care - via Crouchendtiger7 
 
mHealth Sensors Look to Diagnose Diseases From One’s Breath - via mHealthIntel 
 
VERA: Virtual Physical Therapy in the Comfort of Your Own Home - via Medgadget 
 
What does the 21st Century Cures Act mean for digital health? - via medcitynews 
 
Hospital Uses Telehealth to Help Children Manage Their Weight - via mHealthIntel 
 
From the U.S.: The growth of telehealth: 20 things to know - via BeckersHR 
 
GE partners with telehealth company InTouch to train doctors via robot - via BosBizJournal 
 
Fast Forward: Telemedicine, Chatbots, and the Future of Healthcare - via PCMag 
 
Report: Telehealth alone won’t alleviate specialist shortages - via medcitynews 
 
Aerotel Medical Systems Recognised With European Telehealth and Telecare Solutions Award 
- via PRNewswire 
 
The new face of big data: AI, IoT and blockchain - via KMWorldMagazine 
 
Digital Health at CES 2017: Consumers Taking Health Into Their Own Hands - via 
HuffingtonPost 
 
Telehealth Alone Will Not Increase Health Care Access for the Underserved - via 
RANDCorporation 
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Study: Adoption of telemedicine in Norwegian hospitals covering 2009-2013 - via 
BioMedCentral 
 
10 Tech Advances That Can Change Medicine (Eric Topol) - via Medscape 
 
GreatCall acquires Healthsense, further expanding its aging technology scope - via 
MobiHealthNews 
 
StartUp Health: Digital health investment reaches $7.9bn across 585 companies in 2016 - via  
medcitynews 
 
Top-rated health apps not always best for managing health - via thestaronline 
 
VA lays out plans for cloud-based Digital Health Platform - via HDMmagazine 
 
21st Century Cures Act a boon to telehealth, experts say - via HealthITNews 
 
Researchers study patient behaviors to insulin management app - via iMedicalApps 
 
Intermountian Increases Infectious Diseases and Antibiotic Support through TeleHealth - via  
Intermountain 
 
Telemedicine for PTSD no less effective than in-person therapy - via Reuters 
 
LG will put robots under the #CES2017 spotlight - Hub Robot - via slashgear 
 
What does 2017 hold for social care? - Mahiben Maruthappu - via guardian 
 
A protocol for assessing the risk of dehydration in older people - via NursingTimes 
 
Put GPs in emergency units, say medics - via MailOnline 
 
#CES2017: UK support to tech firms 'an embarrassment’ - via BBCNews 
 
Predictions for the year ahead: healthcare IT suppliers on 2017 - via digitalhealth2 
 
Predictions for the year ahead: UK digital health leaders on 2017 - via digitalhealth2 
 
Interoperability big priority for 2017 - via digitalhealth2 
 
Another referendum? Yes, but this time on the NHS - by Steve Richards - via guardian 
 
Jeremy Hunt accused of compromising weekday hospital care - via guardian 
 
IBM is working on a robot (MERA) that could support older people who live alone - via BIUK 
 
What U.S. Tech Giants Face in Europe in 2017 - via nytimes 
 
Can robots really make your home run more smoothly? - via thisismoney 
 
Amazon Alexa search warrant in hot-tub murder case shows why smart homes require smart 
laws - via geekwire 
 
‘Kids born today will never drive a car,’ says Robot Valley champion - via MBN_Business 
 
Thirty-six connected health apps and devices the FDA cleared in 2016 - via MobiHealthNews 
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NHS 'needs telecoms-style revolution' - says Ali Parsa - via BelTel 
 
Artificial Intelligence App Changes the Game for Mobile Health in Canada - via YahooFinance 
 
NHS could face its worst January as it struggles with festive backlog, warns doctor - via 
guardian 
 
NHS faces "potentially the worst January" ever as it struggles to cope with backlog of patients - 
via itvnews 
 
What to expect from #CES2017 - via TechCrunch 
 
CES 2017: Tech preview of Las Vegas's biggest launches - via BBCNews 
 
‘Jet-in' carers fly from Spain to Britain amid social care crisis - via Telegraph 
 
Algorithms: AI’s creepy control must be open to inspection - Luke Dormehl - via guardian 
 
The driverless car revolution isn’t just about technology – it’s about society too - Jackie Ashley - 
via guardian 
 
Seven-day NHS plan puts weekday surgeries at risk, warns top GP - via guardian 
 
From the U.S.: 2017 Brings More Access To Nurse Practitioners, PAs And Telemedicine - via  
Forbes 
 
How long do patients with chronic disease expect to live? A systematic review of the literature - 
via BMJ_Open 
 
5 main priorities for the NHS and social care in 2017 - via TheKingsFund 
 
Universal basic income trials being considered in Scotland - via guardian 
 
Nesta: Trends, social movements & tech set to shape the agenda during the next 12 months - 
via nesta_uk 
 
Councils told to keep tax hikes low despite social care budget holes - via guardian 
 
NHS rationing: hip-replacement patients needlessly suffering in pain on operation waiting lists - 
via Telegraph 
 
London ambulance service hit by New Year computer fault - via BBCNews 
 
Serious mistakes in NHS patient care are on the rise, figures reveal - via guardian 
 
Survey - only 24% of staff at Dept of Health would recommend it as a great place to work - via  
politicshome 
 
Thirty-six connected health apps and devices the FDA cleared in 2016 - via MobiHealthNews 
 
What the FDA did in digital health in 2016 - via MobiHealthNews 
 
VERA: Virtual Physical Therapy in the Comfort of Your Own Home - via Medgadget 
 
More than 2.3m families living in fuel poverty in England - via guardian 
 
Amazon Alexa now gets your follow-up questions - via slashgear 
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NHS ambulance service using elite paramedics to take non-urgent calls - via guardian 
 
CES 2017: 20,000 consumer electronics products will be launched despite ‘gadget apocalypse - 
via VentureBeat 
 
Why You Should Take Your Heart (Health) Into Your Own Hands - personal view by Louise 
Fellows - via HuffPostTech 
 
Exploding phones and Snapchat clones: the biggest tech letdowns of 2016 - via guardian 
 
Future proof: Britain in the 2020s - via IPPR 
 
Could Digital Health Make a difference in Mental Health? - via HuffPostTech 
 
Smart electricity meters can be dangerously insecure, warns expert - via guardian 
 
ProofPilot launches digital health study templates for clinical research - via iMedicalApps 
 
Medical device cyber-safety rules issued by US watchdog - via BBCNews 
 
Barcode technology helping to improve patient safety - via DHgovuk 
 
Barcoding breast implants and hip replacements 'could save NHS £1bn over 7 years - via 
Telegraph 
 
FDA finalizes cybersecurity guidance for medical devices - via HealthITNews 
 
Will consumers change their minds about wearables in 2017? - via FastCompany 
 
App designed to detect hearing loss makes a big noise in South Africa - via guardian 
 
FDA issues new security guidelines so that your pacemaker won’t get hacked - via TechCrunch 
 
How to separate real trends from hype & glean the paths that technologies will take - Amy 
Webb - via techreview 
 
Can Digital Assistants be mHealth Assistants? - via mHealthIntel 
 
New NICE guideline to help people take control of their asthma could save the NHS millions - 
via NICEcomms 
 
Tesla Autopilot’s new radar technology predicts an accident caught on dashcam a second later 
- via ElectrekCo 
 
Guardian: Is there a healthcare professional you would like to thank? - via guardian 
 
U.S. spends more on health care than any other country. Here’s what we’re buying - via 
washingtonpost 
 
Patients wait a month to see doctor in winter crisis, warns head of Royal College of GPs - via  
Telegraph 
 
I'm a GP: will a robot take my job in 2017? - Ann Robinson – via guardian 
 
UK 2030 - IPPR - people aged 65+ rises to 15.4m from 11.6m today with £13bn soc care 
shortfall - via guardian 
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Lengthy waits to see GPs may pose serious risk to patients, says top doctor - via guardian 
 
Is the NHS going to break in 2017? - via BBCNews 
 
Breast implants and other medical items get safety barcodes - via BBCNews 
 
Senior GP Helen Stokes-Lampard from @rcgp voices fears for services - via BBCNews 
 
2016: the year AI came of age - via guardian 
 
Eko cofounder shares progress on digital stethoscope plans for telemedicine, EHR integration - 
via medcitynews 
 
AI-Powered Breath Detector Could Help Diagnose 17 Different Diseases - via Medgadget 
 
The rise of the robots? - Mark Mardell - via BBCNews 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

News headlines prepared by Mike Clark (@clarkmike) and brought to you by the Telecare 
LIN  
Disclaimer: “We provide this newsletter for information purposes only and TelecareLIN 
nor the authors accept any liability whatsoever for inaccuracies, errors or omissions 
therein or for any consequences arising therefrom.” 
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